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EDITING THE NEW DEFAULT PAGE  
The Marketing Communications Office has launched a new default page template for University 
webpages. This new page has more layout options than our previous pages and is easier and 
more intuitive for CMS users to work with. 

This document contains the instructions for how to use this page. 

Display Name 

The display name serves several purposes and needs to be included on every page. 

• It’s the headline of your page. 
• It generates the title of the page in the web browser, and will appear in browser tabs 

and search results. 
• It also creates a semantic HTML page (the headline is placed within an H1 tag which is 

required on all pages). 

The Display Name is technically metadata and is always at the top of the edit screen. 
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Changing the Page Layout 

Every page has a “Page Options” group which gives you the option of choosing between a One, 
Two, or Three column page. 

 

It is set to Two columns by default. Selecting Three columns will reveal a “Right Column” group 
at the bottom of the edit pane. One column will remove the left column. 

We highly recommend using either Two or Three Columns for your layout. 

We discourage the use of one-column layouts without a request for assistance from the 
Marketing Communications Office. 

One-column layouts on the University website are typically reserved for the homepages of 
special sites, such as the Equity, Diversity and Inclusion site or the Royals Safe Together site. 
They require much more planning since you are removing your left navigation. 
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Applying a Banner Image 

Adding a banner image is easier now than in the past. There are a few ways to apply a banner 
now, and easier ways to manage it across several pages. You can now find the main image 
section within the page template: 

 

Applying No Banner 

This Main Image group contains a couple options for applying a main image banner to your site. 
When opened, you’ll be prompted with one option: Do you want to display an image? By 
default, it is unchecked -- meaning no image will display: 

 

If you have an image in place and don’t want one to display, you will uncheck this box. It will 
override the next two options. 

Applying a Unique Banner to a Page 

To apply an image to your page, you can manually select one to place.  

This will also override the folder option listed below 

Select “Yes” under “Display Image” and then pick your banner with the Image Picker. Your 
image can be selected from a previously uploaded image within your image folder or you can 
upload a new one into your image folder. (See the screenshot on the next page.) 

Banner images must be 1280 x 361 pixels. 
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Using the Same Banner Image on Multiple Pages  

Slightly more involved than the last method but easier for applying an image to several pages or 
more. This works like the method above but without applying an image to the image picker. It 
will pull the image from a shared block within your assets folder. 

In order for this to work, we need to make sure we have the proper asset in place. Most folders 
will have an asset folder. Within that asset folder should be a folder called “blocks.”  
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• A properly set up assets folder will already have this information. If not, you’ll have to 
create it. 
 
To create a block, select: 
Add Content > Default > Block > XHTML/Data Definition 
 
and title it “Mainphoto” 

The Mainphoto block will house the banner image you wish you to apply. Once an image is 
uploaded to this block’s WYSIWYG, go to your page and select “Yes” under “Display Image” and 
do not add a manual image. Leave it blank. It’ll automatically find this block and apply the 
image. 

 

The MainPhoto block must be placed in a “blocks” folder under the “assets” folder in order to 
work properly. 
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The New Paragraph section 

This is where the majority of your page’s content will reside. It contains many options for 
sharing your information. 

By default, each New Paragraph has a few fields: 

1. Subtitle 
2. Features 
3. Photo 
4. Content Style 

1. Accent Color - appears when an option is selected 
5. Paragraph Text 

Each New Paragraph has a green “+” icon in the blue bar. This means you can create multiple 
versions of this “New Paragraph” group. This is useful for splitting content up and making it 
easier to edit your content.  

It is highly recommended to use multiple New Paragraph sections for your content rather than 
placing it all in one. 
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Subtitle 
The subtitle is a sub-headline for your content within that “New Paragraph” group. It serves 
several purposes and it’s always smart to include one within your sections. 

Including a subtitle serves these purposes: 

• Cleaner looking layouts 
• Dynamic styling - There are several style options that will update automatically.  
• Fewer issues when editing within the WYSIWYG 
• Semantic page layouts - helpful for overall page performance and the page structure in 

HTML. 

You could technically ignore this field and place a heading in the WYSIWYG but we discourage 
this. This could cause issues with the page structure as well as cause styling errors. Placing your 
subtitle in the Subtitle field prevents these issues.  

There are exceptions to this (like a quote or video) and that is why this field is not required. 
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Here are examples of the same subtitle field -- but styled differently from options selected from 
“Content Style” option. 
 
Default Style: 

 
 
 
Callout style:  
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Panel style: 
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Features 

Features is the most robust section of each New Paragraph group. By default, it is set to “Main 
Content” which will include the WYSIWYG editor for inputting content.  

Features is a multi-selecting dropdown that contains several options to choose from: 

• Main Content - your WYSIWYG Editor 
• Gallery 
• Quote 
• Featured 
• Tabs or Accordions 
• Video 
• Photo  

 

Selecting any of these options will cause another group to appear below the Paragraph Text 
section.  
You can select more than one option. 
 

To remove a feature, just select the feature and click the backspace button to remove it. You 
can navigate the features dropdown with your arrow keys.  
You can also just use your cursor to select the feature you wish to remove, and click backspace 
to remove it. 
 

See the Features dropdown menu here: 
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Descriptions of features: 

Main content: This is the content that appears in the Paragraph Text section (also known as 
the “WYSIWYG” editor). That’s an acronym for What You See is What You Get, meaning that 
the content in this box will appear on the live website the same way it looks in the Paragraph 
Text section. 

 Example: 

 

 

Gallery: Selecting this option allows you to add a photo gallery that will appear below the 
content in the paragraph, either as a button with a link, or as a row of small images. 

 Example of main content with gallery: 
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Quote: A purple or orange quote box that will appear below the paragraph. 

Example of main content with quote: 

 

Featured: A gray box that appears beneath the paragraph in which you can add additional 
important content (and an optional photo) that you want to highlight. 

Example of main content with featured content box: 
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Tabs or Accordion: These are ways to add additional sections of information without making 
your webpage too long. They will appear beneath the content in the paragraph – or, you can 
leave the paragraph section blank so that the tabs/accordions will appear directly beneath the 
subtitle. 

Example of tabs: 

 

Example of accordions: 
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Video: This option allows you to embed video beneath the paragraph content. 

 

Photo: This feature allows you to add a photo to the right or left of your paragraph. There is a 
photo picker (in which you’ll enter the photo you want to use) and an alignment drop-down 
(you’ll choose right or left). 

Example of main content with photo: 
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Content Styles 

Content Styles are options available for you to change the layout and styling of your New 
Paragraph content in a more graphical way. There are four main options to choose from, with 
seven different accent colors for each one: 

• Default 
• Contextual Background 
• Callout 
• Panels 

Default 
This is the basic style you’re likely used to seeing most on our site. It’s just the WYSIWYG 
editor’s content on a white background with orange subtitle.  
 
Contextual Backgrounds  

A Contextual Background is way to display and draw attention to a small snippet of important 
information. It places your content inside a color block. Depending on which color you choose, 
the font color will change to either white or black. 

Callouts  

A Callout places your content in a white box with a shadow and includes a subtle left border 
color accent. 

Panels 

Panels look like open accordions with a thick color header for the subtitle and a color border 
around the content. 

Accent Colors 

• Default - Black 
• Purple 
• Orange 
• Light Green 
• Yellow 
• Light Blue 
• Red 

All the accent colors are compliant with our University style guide. 
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Contextual Backgrounds 

A Contextual Background is way to display and draw attention to a small snippet of important 
information. It places your content inside a color block. Depending on which color you choose, 
the font color will change to either white or black. 

Do not change your text color in the WYSIWYG editor if you chose this option. They’re 
specifically picked for accessibility reasons. 

Due to their strong color palette, it is better to use Contextual Backgrounds with smaller bits of 
information rather than long paragraphs.  

Using this option is one of the few instances excluding a subtitle might be preferable.  

Examples of Contextual Backgrounds 
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Callouts 

If you choose to use one of the Content Styles, this is our preferred style. It places your content 
in a white box with a shadow and includes a subtle left border color accent. 

The Subtitle will match its color to the Accent Color you pick as well. 

Try to avoid the “Yellow” accent color option for Callouts. The yellow color is difficult to read on 
a white background. 
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Panels 

Panels look like open accordions with a thick color header for the subtitle and a color border 
around the content. 
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Accent Colors 

We included seven color options for each of the Content Styles. 

• Default - Black 
• Purple 
• Orange 
• Light Green 
• Yellow 
• Light Blue 
• Red 

Following are examples of each Content Style with each accent color: 
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Paragraph Text: 

The paragraph text section (also known as the WYSIWYG editor, for “What You See is What You 
Get”) works the same way it does in the current page templates. You can make words bold or 
italic, for instance, or use bullets. You can insert a picture or a table, and embed external links.  
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Right Column 
The right column is group that appears when you select the three option from the page options 
group. 

 

Once selected, a group at the bottom of the edit pane will appear titled “Right Column.” 

 

This allows you to place content within the right column of your page.  

This was previously managed through the configuration of the page using blocks and regions 
but it was not an easy process. This method allows you to place in blocks of content directly 
into your page’s right column. 

When you open the group, you will see another group called “Item” that allows multiple 
groupings. This allows you to place multiple Blocks or Widgets into your right column and you 
can easily organize it. 

 

Within the “Item” group you will see a few things: 
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• Asset Chooser 
o Block 
o Widget  

• Block - If block is chosen 
• Widget - If widget is chosen 

The Block is a Block Chooser whereas the Widget is a Page Chooser. 

Widgets are a more advanced option. You have to contact Marketing Communications for 
proper implementation. 

 

Assuming you have a block of content already created, you just have to apply the block in the 
chooser for it to appear on your right column. 

When we refer to blocks we’re typically speaking about an HTML/Data Definition Block. An 
XHTML/Data Definition block is a reusable block of content that provides a rich word processing 
(WYSIWYG) interface or Data Definition form fields for editing content.  
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For information on blocks and how to create and use them, see the additional section that 
follows. 
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BLOCKS 
 

Introduction  

A block is a piece of content that can be inserted (with or without styling) into any region of a 
page.  

Whenever you have content that should be used on many pages or regions (for example, a 
“Contact Us” or “Related Links” section that appears on every page of your department 
website) -- that content should be put into a block.  

Doing so allows the appropriate content to appear on many pages while always being updated 
from one place, making it easy to maintain consistency in that text/markup across many pages.  

Blocks can contain static content (meaning content that does not change unless modified by a 
user), or dynamic content (which is content that changes based on updates outside of Cascade 
CMS or other day-to-day activities). 

THERE ARE FIVE TYPES OF BLOCKS IN CASCADE CMS: 

1. XHTML/Data Definition Block - XHTML content or Data Definition form fields for editing 
content. 

2. Index Block - Used to dynamically generate system assets as XML. 
3. Text Block - Static text content. 
4. XML Block - Static XML content. 
5. Feed Block (XML) - Dynamic XML from a third-party server (e.g. RSS feed). 

 

 

XHTML/Data Definition Blocks 
An XHTML/Data Definition block is a reusable block of content that provides a WYSIWYG 
interface for editing content. 

Unlike a basic text block, an XHTML block allows for a wide range of HTML elements to be 
created inside it, such as images, links, tables, and bullet points in addition to other standard 
text formatting. 
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XHTML/Data Definition blocks are particularly useful for fixed regions of content such as 
headers and footers that need to stay constant among all pages within the site. If you make any 
change to one of these blocks, the change will appear on all pages of the site that use the block. 

Creating an XHTML/Data Definition Block  

To create an XHTML/Data Definition block: 

1. Click Add Content > Default > Block. 
2. Select XHTML/Data Definition and click Choose. 
3. In the Name field, enter a name for your block. 
4. In the Placement Folder field, choose the folder where the block should be created. 
5. Enter content into the WYSIWYG field. 
6. Click Preview Draft and Submit. 

 

Text Blocks 
Text blocks are basic blocks of content that can be reused throughout a site -- much like an 
XHTML block. Text blocks are not as widely used as their XHTML counterpart is, because text 
blocks lack the standard WYSIWYG editor that allows you to insert images, links, and standard 
text formatting options. 

More often an XHTML block will be the desired solution.  

However, there are appropriate times to make use of a text block instead of an XHTML block. 

Creating a Text Block  

To create a text block: 

1. Click Add Content > Default > Block. 
2. Select Text and click Choose. 
3. In the Name field, enter a name for your block. 
4. In the Placement Folder field, choose the folder where the block should be created. 
5. You can add text to the block either by uploading a plain text file or by entering 

text directly into the code editor. 
6. Click Preview Draft and Submit. 
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Index Blocks 
An index block is a special type of block that returns a listing of assets from the CMS directory 
structure in the form of XML data. (XML is a type of structure language.) 

Assets like pages, files, folders, external links, and even other blocks can be returned as XML 
content. An index block can even return the data content of multiple pages within a directory 
for use on other pages within the system. 

Index blocks may also be used to return a listing of all pages of a particular content type. For 
example, all news articles found in a particular site may be lumped into a "news articles" index 
block. 

In Cascade CMS, index blocks are typically used for creating dynamic navigation menus, site 
maps, indices, etc. 

NOTE: Almost all CMS Users will never have to create index blocks. 

 

 

Feed Blocks 
XML feed blocks pull their XML content from a web location. They are used, for example, to put 
a blog on a webpage.  

This can be useful when aggregating outside RSS links or receiving output from dynamic scripts 
or web applications that produce XML. 

XML feed blocks have one parameter, the feed URL, which is the location that will respond with 
an XML document. Cascade CMS then takes that XML content and populates the block with it. 
The block can then be styled using a format and included in a page region just like any other 
block in the system. 

NOTE: Almost all CMS Users will never have to create feed blocks. 
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XML Blocks 
XML blocks are reusable pieces of content stored as well-formed, static XML. These blocks are 
particularly useful when there is a large amount of XML that must be styled and included on 
one or more pages of a website. 

NOTE: Almost all CMS Users will never have to create XML blocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


